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A THEOREM ON INFINITE NIELSEN EXTENSIONS

NOEMI HALPERN

ABSTRACT. It is shown that every Riemann surface with n punctures is the

infinite Nielsen extension of a surface with n holes.

Let So be a Riemann surface of genus g with n punctures and m holes. Assume

that 6<7 - 6 + 2n + 3m > 0 and that m > 0. Then So can be represented as

U/G where U is the upper half-plane and G is a torsion-free Fuchsian group of the

second kind. There is an infinite set I of open intervals of R U {oo} on which G

acts discontinuously. Let fi = U U L U I, where L denotes the lower half-plane.

The quotient S$ = U/G is the double of So- It is a compact surface, except for

finitely many punctures. The surface Sq can be represented as U/G', where G' is a

torsion-free Fuchsian group of the first kind. Let D be a component of the preimage

of So under the natural projection U —> U/G' and let Gi be the stabilizer of D in

G'. Then the surface Si = U/Gi is the Nielsen extension of So- Given a surface

So, let Sfe be the Nielsen extension of Sk-i, for k G N. Define the infinite Nielsen

extension of So to be Sqo = So U Si U S2 U • • •.

Bers has conjectured that given a Riemann surface S of type (g; n, 0) and positive

numbers Ii,...,ln there exists a surface of type (g; 0, n) with boundary elements of

lengths Ii,..., ln such that its infinite Nielsen extension is S (oral communication).

This conjecture was proven in [4] for a torus with a hole, i.e. when g = n = 1. In

this paper it will be proven for all g but without being able to specify the lengths

of the holes. The Poincaré metric is used and the length of a boundary curve refers

to the Poincaré length of the geodesic to which it is freely homotopic.

THEOREM. Given a surface S of type (g;n,Q) there exists a surface of type

(g;0,n) such that its infinite Nielsen extension is S.

The following inequalities concerning the lengths of geodesies of Nielsen exten-

sions are need in the proof. They are proven in [3].

I. Given a finite Riemann surface with a boundary curve of length I, then the

length of the corresponding boundary curve of its Nielsen extension is less than ^l.

The length of the corresponding boundary element of its infinite Nielsen extension

is therefore zero.

II. Let S be a finite Riemann surface such that all its boundary curves have length

less than I. Assume that S has a simple closed geodesic of length x not homotopic

to a boundary curve. Denote by xn (i«, ) the length of the corresponding geodesic

of its nth (its infinite) Nielsen extension. Then
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where
oo

c = Y[{1 - 2/ntan"1 2sinh!/2i}
¿=i

and
oo

Cn = II i1 ~ 2/ntan"1 2sinhl/2*}.
i=n

Note that c and cn are convergent infinite products which are close to 1 for small I

and cn —» 1 as n —> oo.

The following lemma will be used in the proof of the theorem:

LEMMA. For k > 0 and n > 1 lei xp: Rk X [0,oo)n -^ Rk x [0]n te a contin-

uous function such that its restriction to Rk x [0]™ is the identity map. Then the

restriction of ip to Rk x (0, oo)n is a surjection onto Rk x [0]n.

To simplify notation, assume that the image space of lp is Rk; that is, tp: Rk x
[0,oo)n ->i?fc.

PROOF. Assume that the lemma is false, i.e. that there exists a point P G

Rk x [0]n such that

ip(Rk x (0, oo)") C Y = Rk - {P}.

Let x G Rk and y G [0, oo)n and define ipy: Rk —» Rk by tjjy(x) = tp(x,y). Let

2/0 = [0]n. Then, by the hypothesis of the lemma, ipyo(x) = x for all x. Pick

R > \\P\\ and let

S = {x G Rk\ \\x\\ = R}.

Then tpyo : S —* Y represents a nontrivial element of Hk-i(Y;Z). For any point

t/i G (0, oo)™, the map ipyi : S —► Y is homotopic to ijjyo and thus represents the

same nontrivial element of Hk-i(Y; Z). Since Hk-i(Rk; Z) ~ {0}, tpyi : Rk —► Y

induces the zero map

ryi:Hk-i(Rk;Z)^Hk-i(Y;Z).

But rj}yi takes S to a nontrivial element of Hk-i(Y; Z). This gives us a contradic-

tion.

Given a topological orientable surface S of genus g with n boundary elements,

the Fricke space F of S is the set of homotopy equivalence classes of pairs (h, R)

where h is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of S onto a Riemann surface

R.

THEOREM A [2]. The Fricke space F is homeomorphic to Rk x [0, co)n, where

k = 6g — 6 + 2n and the last n coordinates represent the lengths of the holes.

The topology on F is the weakest topology which makes lengths of closed geo-

desies continuous. Denote by xc the length of a geodesic C.

THEOREM B [2]. Let f: F —* F be a function such that xc ° f is continuous

for every simple closed geodesic C.  Then f is continuous.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let F denote the Fricke space of surfaces of genus g

with n boundary elements. An element of F will refer to a point of Rk x [0, oo)n or

to the marked surface represented by the point. Denote by Fq the subset Rk x [0]"
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of F and by Fi the set F - F0. The points of F0 correspond to the surfaces with n

punctures; the points of Fi correspond to those surfaces with at least one boundary

curve of positive length. The topology is the usual one on surfaces with holes.

Let fn : Fi —> Fi be the map which takes a surface into its nth Nielsen extension.

It will be shown to be continuous. Let S G Fi and {Sm} C F\ such that Sm -+ S.

Then the doubles of Sm converge to the double of S, i.e. Sm —► Sd.

There exist Fuchsian groups Gm = (Am,..., A"^) and G = (Ai,..., A2a) with

a = 2g + n — 1 such that

(i) Si = U/Gm and Sd = U/G,
(ii) Am ^ Ai íor i = 1,... ,2a,

(iii) the Nielsen extension of Sm is U/(Am,..., Am), and

(iv) the Nielsen extension of S is U/(Ai,..., Aa).

But then U/(Am,..., Am) converges to U/{Ai, ...,Aa) and /i(Sm) -♦ /i(S).

Therefore, /i is continuous. Since the composition of continuous functions is con-

tinuous, the function /„ = /i o • • • o /i is also continuous.

Define the function f^ : F —> Fq as follows:

,   ...      /   lim fn(S)    iîSGFi,
Joo(S) = <   n->oo
'   v '    \S ifSeFo.

Clearly, fn(S) = Sn C Sn+i = fn+i{S) and lim^oo fn(S) = S0 U Si U S2 U • • • =
Sqq. Thus /oo maps a surface S of Fi into its infinite Nielsen extension and it is

the identity on F0. To prove the theorem it is necessary to show that

/oo(Äfcx(0,oo)") = Äfcx[0]n,

i.e. that every punctured surface of io is the infinite Nielsen extension of some

surface with n boundary curves of positive lengths.

It will now be shown that the function /oo is also continuous on f\. It is sufficient

to show that given e > 0 and 6 > 0, then for every simple closed geodesic of length

x, x < 6, there exists an A^ such that for all n > TV, \xn — Xool < £• Only geodesies

not homotopic to boundary curves need to be considered. Suppose that e and 6

are given. Pick N such that (1 — c^)e < e where c^ is the constant of inequality

II. Then, for all n > TV and x < 6,

\xn -loo I < (1 ~Cn)6 < S.

To show that /oo is continuous everywhere, it is only necessary to show that if

Sm —► So where {Sm} C Fi and So G Fq then /oo(Sm) —> /oo(So). This is sufficient

because /oo is continuous on Fi and is the identity on Fq. Since /oo(So) = So, it

must be shown that foo(Sm) —* So. It is sufficient to show that, for m large, for

every simple closed geodesic of Sm of length xm, xm is close to (xm)oo- But since

Sm —♦ So and So G Fo, the lengths of the boundary curves of Sm must be very

small for large m. Thus, by inequality II, xm is close to (xm)oo- Therefore, /oo is

continuous on all of F and the function / satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma.

But then f(Rk x (0, co)n) is surjective onto Rk x [0}n and the theorem is proved.

REMARK. After modifying the lemma slightly it can be shown that given a

surface S of type (g; n, 0) there exists an I such that there is a surface of genus g

with n holes, each of length I, whose infinite Nielsen extension is S.
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